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Abstract
Planetary gear trains are used in many areas of the technic including in the agriculture and food-processing machinery. The big 

number of types and great diversity of design solution make the choice of the most appropriate arrangement very difficult. A big 
number of articles, dissertations, books on the planetary gear trains exist. In more cases they carried out a separate problem or 
particular arrangement of planetary gear train. This review presents a book in which the main problems of almost all of used in 
practice cylindrical planetary gear trains are discussed. The book is addressed to engineers (design and industrial application) as well 
as to students – master and PhD degrees. The book is result of both scientific and practical experience of the authors. It was written 
under the motto “From practice to practice”.
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Abbreviations
PGT: Planetary Gear Train.

Introduction

Planetary gear trains (PGTs) have some advantages which 
make them appropriate for using in agricultural machines and 
equipment as well as in the food-processing industry:

•	 Torque split leads to smaller mesh load and from here to 
smaller overall dimensions, e.g. to: 

•	 Smaller weight;

•	 Lower peripheral velocities of gears, e.g.

•	 Lower dynamic loading; 

•	 Lower noise and vibrations; 

•	 Lower relative sliding (high efficiency);
•	 Easily fabrication of units, mainly of gears, and from here 

to:

•	 High accuracy (e.g. lower noise and vibrations; high ef-
ficiency; high durability and reliability);

•	 Easy thermal treatment;

•	 Coaxiality of the input and output shafts is very appropri-
ate for some transmissions.

•	 Planetary type of movement (revolution around the central 
axis and spin) of planet gears is very useful in technological 
machines, stirrers, etc.

Except mentioned advantages some disadvantages of PGTs are 
in force:

•	 More complex theory (in comparison with non-planetary 
gear trains):

•	 Internal meshing;

•	 Problems with power pat identification in complex com-
pound multicarrier PGTs;

•	 Problems with kinematic and efficiency analysis;

•	 Necessity of high quality fabrication (in case of low accu-

racy many of advantages are not actual);

•	 Possible problems with uniformity of load sharing be-

tween planets (the torque split advantage may be reject-

ed);

•	 The compactness (one of advantages) means smaller 

cooling surface, i.e., overheating hazard. 

All these advantages and disadvantages must be known for ad-
equate application of PGTs including in agricultural machinery.
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Additional difficult is a big number of types of PGTs with dia-
metric opposing properties.

PGTs problematic is investigated by numerous articles, disser-
tation, books. Some of them accented on particular problems (load 
sharing, efficiency, dynamics, etc.). Others treat particular type or 
arrangement. Third are on very high “scientific” level, not useful 
for engineers from industry. 

All of the above arouse a necessity of a book that presents the 
greatest possible number of PGTs, as well as to thoroughly examine 
the most interesting problems of the most common used ones. 

Prof. Kiril Arnaudov from Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (Insti-
tute of Mechanics) and Prof. Dimitar Karaivanov from University of 
Chemical Technology and Metallurgy (Department of Applied Me-
chanics) have endeavored to respond to this necessity. The book 
Planetary Gear Trains has been published in Bulgarian [1] in 2017 
and has been translated in English and published [2] in 2019.

Book structure 

The text of both edition (Bulgarian and English) is arranged in 
five parts as follows:

Part I – “General”, consist of two chapters: “Introduction” and 
“Nature, Purpose, and Types of Planetary Gear Trains”.

Part II – “AI -Planetary Gear Train”. This part in eighteen chap-
ters presents the most common used planetary gear train (Figure 
1) – from “Arrangement and Possible Ways of Work” and “Spe-
cific Conditions” (Assembly, Coaxiality, and Adjacent conditions) 
through “Load Distribution between the Planets” and “Efficiency” 
to “Optimization” and “Examples for Application”. In accepted des-
ignation letter A means external meshing (between sun gear 1 and 
planets 2), letter I – internal meshing (between planets 2 and ring 
gear 3), and a line above – one-rim planet [3]. 

Part III – “Other Types of Simple Cylindrical Planetary Gear 
Trains”. Not all possible, but most of the practically used types of 
simple PGTs are considered. All of these seven chapters present 
kinematic scheme (arrangement), speed ratio and efficiency deter-
mination, special conditions (assembly condition is more interest-
ing), some special features (about internal meshing, mainly), ad-
vantages, disadvantages, and application of PGTs in question. The 
aim of authors was to include all the information about one type 
of PGT in corresponding chapter so that a reader can receive com-
plete clarity on them and creatively understand them.

Part IV – “Compound Planetary Gear Trains”. From the vast 
multitude of compound PGTs here the three possible cases of two-

Part V – “Supplements” briefly presents some interesting cases 
of bevel, worm, and crossed-helical simple PGTs, other special PGTs 
(bi-planetary and precesional) and last but not least asymmetric 
teeth application in PGTs.

Figure 1: AI -planetary gear train, its structural symbol, and 
torques at its external shafts (1, 3 and H): 1 – sun gear; 2 – planet; 

3 – ring gear; H – carrier.

More interesting points in the book

The presented book has discussed theory, calculations and de-
sign, load capacity and durability, manufacturing and quality con-
trol, applications of different types of elementary (simple, single-
carrier) and complex compound (multi-carrier) PGTs. But there 
are a few special points, result of the authors’ investigations and 
publications over the years.

Figure 2: Possible cases of connecting component PGTs in com-
pound two-carrier PGT: a) with two compound and three external 
shafts; b) with two compound and four external shafts; c) with one 

compound and four external shafts.

carrier PGTs (Figure 2) as well as a few useful structural schemes 
of three-carrier PGTs are considered. A special attention is paid 
to so-called reduced PGTs (Wolfrom and Ravigneaux gear trains) 
– two-carrier PGTs in which both carriers of the component PGTs 
are merged (reduced) into a single carrier. The last chapter of this 
part consists of fifteen examples of application of two- three- and 
four-carrier PGTs with comments of their features and advices for 
application.
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Torque method for investigation of planetary gear trains

The idea of using the torques of the outer shafts of a PGT to 
determine its gear ratio is not a new one. The authors developed it 
[4–6] for power flows investigation and efficiency determination. 
Except in the book in question one can find a detailed description 
of the method in [7]. The torque method has some advantages:

•	 Simple and easy for use;

•	 Gives a possibility for results verification at every stage 
of calculations;

•	 Allows the speed ratio determination as well as the ef-
ficiency determination;

•	 Allows easy determination of direction and value of in-
ternal power flows in closed-power-loop compound 
PGTs and on this base determination of internal division 
or internal circulation of power presence. 

All the kinematic and efficiency analysis in the chapters of Part 
IV are made by torque method.

Load distribution between the planets

Twenty three pages to this interesting and very important 
problem are spared. Causes for uneven load distribution, influenc-
ing factors, and possibilities of its theoretical and experimental 
determination are considered. An original test rig (developed by 
K. Aknaudov) with very width possibilities for influence factors in-
vestigation is presented. Ways of teeth loading experimental deter-
mination are discussed. Ways of problem solving and advices for 
unevenness considering in load capacity calculations (according 
to ISO 6336) are given. Special attention is pointed on the various 
equalizing devices characteristics.

Efficiency determination

In a chapter the type of losses and basic efficiency (in work with 
fixed carrier) of AI -PGT are considered. Various formulae for theo-
retical determination of meshing loss are given. In another chapter 
theoretical and experimental ways for efficiency determination 
are presented. In theoretical determinations it is pointed on the 
scattering of friction coefficient and scattering of the efficiency as 
a result. Several methods for experimental determination of the ef-
ficiency of PGTs are discussed. Because the very high efficiency of 
AI -PGT (97-98%) the method with input and output torques mea-
suring is not appropriate. Two rigs for efficiency determination by 
thermal method (developed by K. Arnaudov) and for thermal and 
static methods (developed by D. Karaivanov) are presented.

Conclusion

As is mentioned above presented book is written from practice 
to practice. It is very richly illustrated (authors consider that an il-
lustration gives more information than a page text) in order to be 
understandable and accessible to the widest possible range of read-
ers – scientists, engineers, students. Author of this review consid-
ers the book will be interesting for engineers and students from the 
field of agricultural machinery because PGTs are used there. Figure 
3 presents AI -PGT as inter-wheel reducer of tractor. The same type 
of PGT is a part of steering mechanism of continuous track vehicles 
(Figure 4). And, of course, classical inter-wheel differential, in the 
rare axle of a tractor, for example (Figure 5) is planetary too. PGTs 
can be found in several special devices of fertilizer [8] and other [9] 
agricultural machines.
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